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3.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
This Unit stresses certain facts about the use of dialogue in detective stories;
dialogue and charactergo hand in hand: dialogue gives life to character;
there is no room far long dialogues in detective stories;
dialogue should be used to:
a) portray character,
b) reveals motive, and
c) develop the action;
language'used ;n dialogue shou1.d be conversational and terse;
dialogue must be highly suggestive;
what a character says is as important as how he says it, when he says it
and the circumstances in which he says it;
in modern detective stories there is a lot of violence-so brutal, terse and
cynical dialogue reflects ithe situation and contributes to the atmosphere;
dialogue has one principal end: the development of the plot;
if handled carelessly, dialogue can give.away the clue to the reader;
no contradictory statements and no mistakes in facts should be made if the
dialogue is to fulfil its objectives.
At the end of this Unit you should be able to structure dialogues in your
detective story that are able to portray character, develop the plot and reveal
motives-without giving away any clues unintentionally.

INTRODUCTION
In the previous Units we have talked about the importance of suspense,
atmosphere, and characters in detective stories, especially the criminal and
the detective on whom the reader's interest is generally focused. Suspense is
of 1 he essence in detective fiction. The characters figuring in it, especially the
criminal and the detective, help create suspense and provide motivation.)
We are now going to talk about dialogue in the detective story. There is
handly any need to point out that dialogue and character go together in all
fict~on.Dialogue is one of the most important means of making a character
come alive. What we said about the rather limited scope for character
portrayal in short stories as against that in novels, applies more or less to
dialogue also. And, just as we have noticed that despite the limited scope for
any full development of character in the short story, the delineation of
character is still quite important, we may say about dialogue too that talk is
important-it reveals character, often more significantly than action does.
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Hie-though&Then.he nodded. 'I'd drop that one', he said.quietly,

'But h a queer&

it', I said, 'I'm not afraid of you.
You're no killer. You didn"t&a to kill her. The other one over on
C:enttsrl-you could haw.sqwezed,out of. But not out of beating.a
v~omae'shead on a bedpW until her brains were on her face.'

"You take some awful chances, brother', he said softly.

'The-way I t e been. handled; I saidt,'I do not know the differenceany mime:-

You didanot mean to kill hm--d--did you?'
His eyes were r e s b s . His head,ws cocked in a listening attitude'It's a b w t time you kamd your own strength?, I said.
'It's too late', he said.

(Ciltxk. your answers with the hints give at the end, of the Unit)

3.3. DWOGUE,IS BRUTAL,TERSE, AND +CYNlKAIE,
IN MODERN DETECTIVE STORIES
In the modean detectiwe stoq, hawever, in which the criminal and the
dl:hctive are often equally tough, the nature of the dialogue is sornevha,
different, The conversation is often scorching, full of sarcasm and-grim
humour and cynical. The dialogue consists mainly of short exchernge~~.

Ilialogue can be used ski.lfully by the writer of detective stories e i t k q t o
rnake the pace of action faster o t to check it, enabling him to build.upthe,,
tension so necessary in stories of crime and detection. This alsx, mm-asrs-&ha.:
tliabgw in the detective story is not an end in itself, but a means to an
rnd-the unfdding of a story of crime and suspense-and it shouldabe used
primarily for this purpose. But it must also be remembered that there are
certain parts of the detective story where dialogue becomes greatly
imphaant, for exampk; when the detective is explaining methods ofi
I-easonin&,or when he tells his companion e.g., Watson in t h e Sherlack
Holmes tates, or has tin^ in the Hercuie Poitot stories, how h e ~ h &
u p ha:iolution, or whm the criminaf himself confesses.
.&etivky. 2
Read the piece of dial-ue given below:
: (Quietly), Don't let's brawl, boyo. It won't do any good.
Cliff
J h m y : Why don't 'm brawl? It's the only thing left I'm any
good at.

.
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Cliff
: Jimrpy, boyJimmy : (to Alison). You've let this genuflecting sin jobber win
you'over, haven't you? She's got you back, hasn't she?
,Helena : O h fpr heaven's sake, don't be such a bully! You've no
\
right1 t o talk about her mother like that!
Jimmy : ( c a p ble of anything now). I've got every right. That old
bitch should be dead!
(To elison). Well? Aren't I right? Cliff and Helena look
at Alpson tensely, but she just gazes a t her plate.
I said she's an old bitch, and should be dead1 What's the
matt r with you? Why don't you leap to her defence!
1 7
'Cliff pets up quickly, and takes his arm.
: Jimrqy, don't!
Cliff
J i m y pushes him back savagely, and he sits down
h e l p l ~ l y turning
,
his head away onto his hand.
(Look Back dn Anger by John Osborne)

B

Now prepare a sidilar piece between three Indian characters, one aggressivet
one defensive and pne a victim. The victim is suspected of having stolen
some money, the rflistress is aggressive; you can decide on the third charactel
yourself.
(Check your answer with the hints given a t the end of the Unit)
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3.5 DIALOGIUE, HANDLED CARELESSLY, CAN
RUIN A S TO RY BY GIVING AWAY THE
CLUE
I

A word of warning eems to be necessary at this point. We have said that
dialogue can often rovi& the vital clue in the solving of the mystery. This
device can be ~ v e r dne; and if it is not handled carefully, it can pfove
disastrous in that th reader will be one jump ahead of the detective in so far

.

as the solution of the crime is concerned. This is because he has found out,
from the dialogue, what the detective is still, apparently, trying to discover.
A few hifits, therefore, would be useful.

3.6 SOME LIMITS ON HANDLING DIALOGUE
While it is necessary to provide some clues in the dialogue, this should be
clone with great care: there should be no contradictory statements, unless
they are really needed as part of the plot; there should be no attempt at
concealing vital facts, although facts which are not fully relevant may be
brought into the conversation So that suspicion can fall on a number of
people; and there shouM be no mistakes of fact unless, again, these are
deliberately introduced for the purposes of the plot.

3.7 SUMMING UP
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Dialogue and character go together, since dialogue makes the character come
alive. Despite its having limited scope in a (detective) short story, dialogue
reveals character, often more significantly than action.
Dialogues cannot be long but should be btief, terse and relevant in a short
:story and, particularly, in a detective story which aims at creating fhe
maximum effect with the fewest words possible. Short, quick exchanges
between characters are likely to heighten the tension or suspense in ihe ,
story.
Dialogues are an important meahs of portraying character and help in
revealing motives and' in developing action.
I~ialoguesshould be conversational and terse, conveying information and
keeping the actian moving.
I'hough narration is more important than dialogue as a mode of
developing a story, dialogue can be effectively used to make the story
glove forward. In a detective story a casual remark or snatches of
conversation may prove significant to the solving of the mystery.
The substance of aalogue is as important as the manner of delivering it. A
vital clue may be provided by a piece of dialogue.
In modem detective short stories, abounding in more violence than the
earlier ones, the dialogue is often scorching, full of sarcasms and grim
humour.
Dialogue is a means to an end which is the development of plot
enlployed for unfolding the story and limiting the tension and even
for explaining how the mystery is solved.
Dialogues have to be carefully handled and should not contain
cointradictory or false statements, unless needed as a part of the plot.
Activity 3
Rxad the following:
A man with his family-his wife and a daughter-goes to a park and spends
the whole morning playing with his child. Feeling thirsty he sends his
daughter to a shop close by displaying a board on which is inscribed, 'Cold
Drinks are sold here: His daughter returns with two bottles of warm lime
juice. His wife takes one and drinks it. But without opening the other one, he
goes to the shop to return it and claim the refund of the money paid for it.
The shop-keeper refuses to return the money and a n altercation follows in
which man ic forced to acknowledge defeat.
Write a dialogue that would have taken place between them in about 100
n ords.
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